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Not far from the Grandhotel Bohemia there is a quarter called Žižkov, which is full of life at any 
time of the day or night. Like Montmartre in Paris, Žižkov is also situated on a hill overlooking the 
city. A hundred years ago, the vineyards that began to be founded at Charles IV’s command in the 
middle of the 14th century, were replaced by a spontaneously developed network of steep streets, 
which impart a unique character to this part of Prague.
Shortly after its foundation at the end of the 19th century, Žižkov became one of the largest Czech 
towns due to its building density. It became part of Prague in the 1920s. At that time mostly the 
poorer classes of people lived there. However, that has changed over the years and these days Žižkov 
is one of the sought-after locations, especially among the young. The reason is that it is situated 
close to the centre and it has a relaxed atmosphere as well as many restaurants, pubs and nightclubs. 
There is something for everyone: hipsters’ cafés, nightclubs, family-owned bakeries, beer bars, gar-
den restaurants as well as traditional (once smoke-filled) pubs. Those who might get a splitting head-
ache caused by excessive bustle can find peace and quiet in the shady Riegr Park. 
Žižkov is named after the famous Hussite commander, Jan Žižka of Trocnov, who – in spite of his 
visual handicap (he gradually lost both of his eyes) – remained undefeated. Legend has it that in the 
area of Žižkov he told his soldiers to walk around the foot of the hill with the flag bearers changing 
their flags after each turning. As a result they made the impression of a huge army and the terrified 
Crusaders, who knew how brave the Hussite warriors were, withdrew although they had superiority. 
And as military theory says, the most valued victories are those achieved without fighting. Nowa-
days, his statue, which is one of the largest equestrian bronze statues, stands above Žižkov.
It is one of the landmarks that won’t let you get lost on your way to Žižkov because the neighbour-
hood is located between the statue and the unsightly transmission tower, which is highly visible. 
While the tower was being built there were rumours in Prague that it was in fact a missile with a 
nuclear warhead. Of course, that is not true but what we can confirm is that from the local outlook 
restaurant you will get an excellent view of the city. 


